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Patterns of lexis, patterns of texts, patterns of images 

TONY BERBER SARDINAH, Pontifical Catholic University of Sao Paulo, Brazil 

tony@corpuslg.org  

Keywords 

corpus linguistics 
multimodal analysis 
patterns of lexis 
Multi-Dimensional Analysis 

 

 In Patterns of Lexis, Hoey (1991) demonstrated that lexical repetition organizes texts and claimed 

that “it should be possible to trace the development of a theme by bringing together the sentences that 

share lexis” (p. 75). Based on the principle that shared lexis in a text reveals shared themes, I want to argue 

that we can trace the development of themes in a corpus by bringing together the lexis that is shared across 

the texts. Furthermore, I want to argue that the same principle applies to visual data: shared visual 

characteristics across texts should also reveal shared visual themes. In this paper, I'll focus on the climate 

change conversation on Twitter to show one of the ways in which corpus-based research can deal with 

multimodal analysis. The corpus for the study consists of posts by the major players on both sides of the 

debate, that is, the supporters of the movement, who want to raise awareness about the risks involved in 

global warming and change how society deals with these threats, and the deniers or sceptics, who see climate 

change as a natural cyclical phenomenon, and therefore frame the supporters' movement as counter-

productive; as a conspiracy of the mainstream media and the political system. The corpus, which was scraped 

from Twitter in November 2021, comprises more than 22,000 tweets and 6700 images posted in the tweets. 

The corpus was analyzed using Lexical Multi-Dimensional Analysis, which is based on using lexical units to 

identify the dimensions of variation in the corpus. The resulting dimensions reflect the major discourses 

framing the debate. Two Lexical MD Analyses were carried out, one for the texts and the other for the images. 

The images were first processed using computer vision, more specifically Google Cloud Vision, which provides 

an annotation of each picture that includes labels for objects, scenes, people and places. A canonical 

correlation analysis was used to determine the relationship between the textual dimensions and the visual 

dimensions. Overall, the results show systematic differences between the two camps, with supporters and 

deniers/sceptics having distinct preferences for both verbal and visual communication. 

References 

HOEY, M. (1991). Patterns of Lexis in Text. Oxford: Oxford University Press. 
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Counter Priming 

ALISION DUGUID, University of Siena, Italy 

Alison.duguid@unisi.it  

Keywords 

lexical priming, 

evaluation, 

semantic associations, 

pragmatic associations 

 

I am proposing a small consideration about a sub-variety of Lexical Priming. Duguid (2009) took up 

the topic to discuss Forced Priming, which describes a process whereby speakers or authors frequently repeat 

a certain words or phrases to deliberately ‘flood’ the discourse with messages for a particular strategic 

purpose. There are many fields where primings can be forced for particular effect and particular purposes. 

Hoey talked of ‘shortcuts to primings’ in education, particularly in the primary school, for example through 

exercises in rote learning and also of language learning materials (Hoey 2005:186). The distinction he makes 

are that the primings in these contexts come not from “frequent, necessarily unordered encounters but from 

a single focused and generalising encounter”. He also mentions drills, texts or tapes with repeated instances 

of a word sequence, and other techniques accelerating the process. Advertising and political campaigning, 

as in slogans coined to be memorable and repeatable, provide further examples of forcing: the ‘incremental 

effect of discourse’ as Baker (quoted in Hoey, 2005: 13–14) terms it.  

Forced priming represents an artificial boosting of this incremental effect to give extra weight to an 

evaluation. The evaluation is the point of the discourse and a cohesive factor in it) speak of ‘evaluative 

harmony’ (Partington, Duguid & Taylor 2013: 55–57).  Hoey also raised the issue of cracks or drifts in the 

primings coming from a situation of conflict (Hoey 2005:9, 11,170-172, 178-180). He states that primings 

need not be a permanent feature of the word or word sequence as every time we encounter or use a word 

anew the experience either reinforces or weakens an existing association, pointing out that primings are 

domain specific and corpus data can provide only static snapshots of a situation. Contexts always contribute 

to the primings, which can evolve. Most tellingly he points out that ‘the language of an enemy will prime us 

differently from the language of a friend’. (Hoey 2005:175) Most political electoral campaigns are organized 

around stressing the positive in one’s own policies and not mentioning the negative but frequently enough 

politicians cannot avoid addressing attacks on their own policies.  We are familiar with re-brandings such as 

that of Facebook to Meta soon after a whistleblowing scandal, or British Petroleum which morphed into 

Beyond Petroleum, changing their brand names to avoid the negative associations they had accumulated. 

The intended effect of counter primings would be to re-assign a set of existing primings or override them. 

Similar choices are made in politics where terms are carefully chosen to put activities in a favourable light 

(e.g. flagship policies) Here I would like to give some corpus evidence of what I call Counter Priming or 

reframing for persuasive purposes, whereby the associations which have done their work of priming readers 

and listeners are considered to need changing, a perceived crack has to be repaired. One common strategy 

is to attempt to take control of language by the evaluative force of a label used to qualify negatively an 

opponent’s argument, or to enhance the positive image of one’s own policies or products, by replacing one 

priming with another. An example of this is the term ‘hostile environment’ introduced in 2012 by the then 

British Home Secretary, Theresa May, concerning the treatment of illegal immigrants. Then, the Conservative 

government had been open about its willingness to create a “hostile environment” for users of the 

mailto:Alison.duguid@unisi.it
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immigration system. However, in the wake of the Windrush Scandal, the primings triggered by this phrase 

led to a change of wording. In June 2018 then Home Secretary Sajid Javid announced “I don’t like the phrase 

hostile” and instead went for a “compliant environment.” A change in language from “hostile” to “compliant” 

was aimed at detoxifying peoples’ perceptions of the policies. Thus, beginning in 2017, the Home Office 

started to refer to the set of immigration policies as the “compliant environment”, but this represented a 

change of label rather than a change of policy.  This can be defined as a deliberate attempt to counter the 

(negative) associations which have accumulated thus repairing a perceived conflict particularly concerning 

the pragmatic associations. The change failed to repair the conflict in priming as ‘compliant’ also had an 

accumulation of negative associations.  

 In counter priming the new label or evaluation is applied deliberately and consistently so as to become 

collocational. Collocation can be adequately accounted for only by the theory of priming. I will be using 

newspaper data and press conference data (in particular the Ministry of Foreign Affairs regular press 

conference corpus from 2018 to 2021). 

 

References: 

 DUGUID A. (2009). Insistent voices - government messages. In: Morley J.: Bayley P. EDS, Wordings of 

War: Corpus Assisted Discourse Studies on the Iraq Conflict. Routledge, London and New York p. 234 - 

260 

DUGUID, A, PARTINGTON A. 2017. Forced lexical primings in transdiscoursive political messaging How 

they are produced and how they are received in Pace -Sigge and Patterson 2017 

HOEY M. (2005) Lexical Priming a new theory of words and language. Taylor & Francis 

PACE-SIGGE, M., PATTERSON K. (2017) Lexical Priming. Applications and advances. Edited by Michael Pace-

Sigge and Katie J. Patterson.  2017. John Benjamins  

PARTINGTON, A., DUGUID, A., TAYLOR C. (2013) Patterns and Meanings in Discourse. Theory and practice in 

corpus-assisted discourse studies (CADS). John Benjamins 
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Repetition, replacement, and textual interpretations 

PETER H. FRIES, Central Michigan University, emeritus, USA 

Fries1ph@gmail.com  

Keywords 
repetition 

replacement 

specific 

nonspecific 

interpretation 

 

  Biblical and literary scholars have long been interested in the uses of repetition in text and their 

interpretations. Roman Jakobson 1966/1987: 146, for example, cites Lowth’s exploration of parallelisms 

(repetition with variation) in the Bible published in 1778. Jakobson himself studied parallelisms extensively 

as part of his interest in linguistics and poetics—the two being closely related in his view. As Jakobson said, 

“Poetics deals with problems of verbal structure, …. Since linguistics is the global science of verbal structure, 

poetics …[is]… an integral part of linguistics”. Pomorska (1960/1987: 63. Emphasis PHF). 

 During the 20th century several other scholars explored parallelisms in texts (two of them —the linguist 

Zellig Harris (1952) and the anthropologist Claude Levi-Strauss (1958/1963: chapter 11) — quite possibly 

influenced by Jakobson). In addition, Ruqaiya Hasan (1984) developed cohesive harmony, a technique of 

analysis that examined repeated grammatical relationships among words of similar semantic roles in texts. 

Jakobson, Harris and Hasan focused on lexicogrammatical and semantic parallelisms; by contrast Levi-

Strauss, focusing on myths, only examined general relations among the names of the characters and the 

actions each participated in while largely ignoring the lexicogrammar used to narrate these characters and 

actions.  

All investigated ways the structures of oppositions and equivalences that were created via the parallelisms 

affected the interpretations of the texts that contained them. However, they rarely used their detailed 

grammatical analyses to demonstrate specific semantic relations among the utterances of their texts. By 

contrast, Eugene Winter (1977, 1979, 1992) and Michael Hoey (1983, 1991, 2004) Hoey and Winter (1981) 

developed analytical tools (including matching relations among text portions; the relations between 

unspecific and specific; as well as the concept of systematic repetition with its associated elements repetition 

and replacement) that enabled such detailed analyses to be made. Hoey (1991: 167) noted that the 

repetitions in a text can be used “…as a basis for interpreting what is replaced, that is, offered as new.” 

This paper will illustrate that point using an extract from a short story that expresses a relation between 

specific-unspecific to demonstrate how repetitions and replacements within that extract help construct the 

specific–unspecific relation in spite of the fact that the elements which function as repetitions have no 

obvious cohesive ties that are derivable from their meanings in the language as a whole. In other words, 

these patterns create and instantial relation among the elements in question. 

This effect is possible because the functions of repetition and replacement together with specific and 

unspecific are in a dialectic relation. Readers who process an assertion they regard as unspecific are likely to 

expect (and seek out) some sort of repetition(s) that will provide specific claims to link the unspecific to some 

aspect of experience. In the same vein, readers who notice a pattern of repetitions that, potentially, could 

be interpreted as two (or more) elements that express similar messages, are likely to be ready to interpret 

the message groups as instances of specific–unspecific. 

Please turn to page 6 for a mini-hand-out to accompany the talk: 
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Text: Emshwiller (2002/2016)*  
(The discussion will focus on the text portion within the box.)  
  

1.    The doctor loves a big house like this.  

2.    When his wife was still with him they could invite guests to stay over.  

3.    He likes to play the paterfamilias.  

4.    Of course he can't do that anymore.  

5.    Now he does it in a smaller way.  

6.    Whenever he goes to a party he always brings big chunks of cheeses and special black bread.  

7.    Sometimes a ham.  

8.    Sometimes a five pound bag of pistachios.  

9.    Always more food than anybody can use in a week. 

* Numbers indicate punctuated sentences. 
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Lexical Priming in online usage of the word ‘virus’ 

GLENN HADIKIN, University of Portsmouth, UK 

glenn.hadikin@port.ac.uk  

Keywords 

 

lexical priming 
collocation 
virus 
The Coronavirus Corpus 
primings 

 

In this paper I reflect on and discuss the nature of collocation as it relates to the word virus in a 2020 

sample of The Coronavirus Corpus – a corpus of newspapers and magazines from 20 English-speaking 

countries. The sample contains close to 2.9 million tokens. The focus is on the word virus but the context 

leads to a high frequency of references to SARS-CoV-2.  

I revisit the centrality of collocation from Hoey (2005) and explore Sinclair’s (2004) argument that the most 

important thing when we interpret the meaning of a word is the current sentence rather than previous parts 

of the text that could, if needed, be checked to confirm or make meaning. The analysis and discussion focus 

on concordance lines and high frequency short strings such as spread of the virus and cases of the virus. 

The area of interest began with the idea that few of us have seen a virus – the famous images of coronaviruses 

are artist’s impressions or computer generated. (Electron microscope images are much less clear as seen 

here). It’s a topic where much of our concept of what a virus is has been constructed with language. To a 

large extent our view of what viruses are and what they do are built by our primings.  

 

HOEY, M. (2005) Lexical Priming: a new theory of words and language. London/New York: Routledge.  

SINCLAIR, J. (2004). Trust the text: language, corpus and discourse. London/New York: Routledge. 
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Michael Hoey’s Lesser-Known Ideas 

SUSAN HUNSTON, University of Birmingham, UK 

s.e.hunston@bham.ac.uk  

Keywords 
exchange complexes 

text colonies 

narrative as matrix 

drinking problem hypothesis 

 

 

Michael Hoey was a hugely inventive and prolific researcher, and many of his ideas and 

concepts are familiar and have been extensively built on by others. The aim of this paper is to act as 

a reminder of some less frequently cited ideas which are nonetheless deserving of widespread 

recognition. They are: the exchange complex (paper in 1993); the text colony (chapter in 2001); the 

matrix view of narrative (chapter in 2001); Hoey’s response to Halliday (from 1991); and the 

‘drinking problem hypothesis’ (from 2005). In each case, suggestions for how the ideas have been 

or might be developed further are given. 

 

References 

HOEY, M. 1991. Patterns of Lexis in Text. Oxford: Oxford University Press. 

HOEY, M. 1993. The case for the exchange complex. In M. HOEY(ed.) Data, Description, Discourse. 
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Routledge. 
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Routledge.  
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Concordancing Lexical Primings on Mobile Platforms 

STEPHEN JEACO, XJTLU, China 

steve.jeaco@xjtlu.edu.cn  

Keywords 
Lexical Priming, 

Software development, 

Mobile tools, 

Language study 

 The development of new theories of language and its patterning leads to new developments in 

methods and tools to gather evidence, support analysis and demonstrate linguistic phenomena. While 

mainstream corpus tools offer many features which can be used for work on lexical priming (Hoey, 2005), 

some fundamental programming decisions can affect the potential and speed for studies using this 

framework. Just over ten years ago, work began on a new concordancer – The Prime Machine – which was 

designed from the ground up to facilitate exploration and demonstration of patterns of the language 

described in Michael Hoey’s theory of lexical priming. The desktop application brought innovations in search 

support, concordance cards, collocation, key labels, concordance line sorting and indicators of strong priming 

patterns, combining pre-processed data with on-the-fly calculations. The database structures are, in a sense, 

a mindmap of relationships between word, phrase, sentence, paragraph and text. These data support a range 

of analyses as well as providing data-driven indicators to help prompt users to notice patterns in the data. 

Through further development, a cross-platform application is now available, bringing large ready-made 

corpora as well as tools for do-it-yourself corpora not only to users on Windows and MacOS, but also to 

tablets and mobile phones running Android and iOS. However, developing modern applications for mobile 

platforms brought new needs and opportunities. This short presentation will introduce the database 

structures and some of the challenges and solutions for moving a desktop corpus tool to iOS and Android, all 

within the overarching goal of bringing patterns of lexical priming to the language and linguistics classroom. 

While providing a brief background to some of the more technical aspects, the focus of the talk is threefold: 

to raise awareness of the relationships between words and their neighbours and how these can be 

represented computationally; to encourage new and experienced developers to experiment with new 

approaches; and to introduce some of the special potential of a mobile app for teaching English and teaching 

about English. 

References 

https://www.theprimemachine.net/ 
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Text-initial Collocations in News Articles 

MICHAELA MAHLBERG & VIOLA WIEGAND, University of Birmingham, UK  

 m.a.mahlberg@bham.ac.uk  

v.wiegand@bham.ac.uk  

Keywords 

textual colligation 

collocation 

co-occurrence 

newspaper articles 

 

In his theory of lexical priming, Hoey (2005: 13) states “[e]very word is primed to occur in, or avoid, 

certain positions within the discourse; these are its textual colligations”. Evidence for the existence of 

textual colligations is provided in O’Donnell et al. (2012), a study that looks at text-initial sentences in a 

corpus of Guardian newspaper articles. These are compared against non-initial sentences to generate key 

words and also key concgrams, i.e. groups of co-occurring words. The results by O’Donnell et al. (2012) 

highlight in particular items that have a strong preference for occurring in the ‘text-initial position’ where 

they contribute to the ‘nucleus’ of the news story (White, 1997; Mahlberg & O’Donnell 2008). In the 

present paper, we will report on a similar study in terms of comparing text-initial and non-initial sentences. 

Our comparison will focus on collocation patterns in order to further explore the meanings created in 

specific textual locations. While O’Donnell et al. (2012) use The Guardian, we will examine newspaper 

articles from The Times. Importantly, instead of focusing on a key comparison, we will begin with a set of 

pre-selected words, such as fresh, based on the results from O’Donnell et al. (2012). We will then compare 

co-occurrences of these node words in the initial and non-initial corpora. This comparison is done with the 

tool CorporaCoCo (Hennessey at al. 2021). Similar to O’Donnell et al. (2012), we will interpret the results of 

this collocation comparison in terms of the textual functions that are associated with the text-initial 

position of newspaper articles.  
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"% primed": Some memories and thoughts on watching Michael at work 

MATT O’DONNELL, Annenberg School for Communication, University of Pennsylvania, USA 

 mbod@asc.upenn.edu  

Keywords 

lexical priming 

Michael Hoey 

mental concordance 

 

One of the real highlights of my career was the opportunity to work with Michael Hoey on his Textual 

Priming Project. Meetings with him, while often chaotic, rescheduled and shortened, were like pure gold. 

Sitting in front of WordSmith Tools and a corpus of The Guardian newspaper, I was entranced as Michael 

would work his way through a series of what seemed to me to be unpromising concordance lines and pull 

out patterns and associations, turning them into nested priming statements. One poignant instance was the 

time he decided we should examine the priming patterns of 'a'! While always resisting attempts to formalize 

or computationally operationalize his Lexical Priming theory, he felt such statements of nested primings 

reflected in some way the speakers "mental concordance". Here I make a feeble attempt reproduce this 

process by looking at the priming patterns of '%' (yes the percent sign) in a small ad hoc corpus of recent 

news articles. I will also share some thoughts about representing priming patterns as a directed graph as a 

compromise between formalism and idiosyncratic artistry in a move towards reproducibility. 
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Evaluative cohesion and argument strategies and structures 

Discussion Paper 

 
ALAN S. PARTINGTON, University of Bologna, Italy 

 alanscott.partington@unibo.it  

Keywords 

evaluative coherence 
propositional coherence 
lexical chains 
forced primings 

 

Given the interactive format of a symposium, I would like to present for discussion, opinions, advice 

and guidance from the participants two short texts (attached) from the particular aspect of evaluative 

cohesion and which I discussed with Michael back in 2012. Our discussion touched on both main aspects of 

Michael’s body of research, on cohesion (see Hoey 2017) and lexical priming (Hoey 2005). 

The notion has been discussed by authors such as Thompson and Zhou (2000), who note that “‘evaluative 

coherence’ runs alongside the more traditional ‘propositional coherence’” (2000: 121). They focus on the 

relations between clauses, focusing particularly on conjuncts. Here I’d like to discuss how evaluation is often 

employed  to structure an entire text. 

Text A is a form of narrative in which a number of lexical chains are formed, consisting of both open 

vocabulary items and grammatical-modal devices, which are used to make a point (to use Labov’s 1992 

terminology) and to prime the reader (to use Hoey’s terminology) in various nefarious ways about “how [an 

aspect of] the world is” (Linde 1993; see also Duguid 2009 on deliberate forced priming). It shows how 

cohesive chaining/repetition is used to construct evaluative as well as propositional coherence (I’m defining 

coherence as not only the way in which a text is made to be more easily understandable by a reader / listener, 

but how it is also made more engaging, exciting and, above all, more persuasive). 

 

Text B is a book-blurb which has a dual function of description and promotion (evaluation for persuasion). It 

contains a number of propositonal cohesive chains. But the writer also clearly intends to organise the text 

into three distinct evaluative blocks: (i) situation, (ii) problem (negative evaluation) and (iii) suggested 

solution (positive evaluation), an argument structure which Michael was especially intrigued by (Hoey 2001). 

Yet we find positive items in the problem section and, conversely, negative items in the solution segment. To 

explain this apparent paradox, I would argue that the writer relies on two instinctive psycholinguistic 

capabilities or mechanisms, namely, awareness of evaluative embedding and of evaluative contagion (or 

inertia) which, to my knowledge, have found little space in the literature on cohesion. 
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Appendix 

Text A 

Religious ritual believed to be behind death of girl who was found with her heart cut out and other 

organs strewn round home 

Daily Mail, 19/12/2010 

Neighbours of a mother arrested after her four-year-old daughter was killed as an apparent religious 

offering told how they heard screams from the family's flat. 

Nusayba Bharuchi's corpse was found stabbed to death in the kitchen with her heart and other organs cut 

out and strewn around her flat and lying next to her mother, Shayna. 

The 35-year-old woman was allegedly chanting verses of the Koran as her daughter's disembowelled corpse 

lay next to her in the home in Clapton, East London. 

The woman, believed to be from Somalia, had her MP3 on full blast as she listened to the Muslim holy 

book. 

The mother, who is understood to have two teenage children of 14 and 16, has since been sectioned under 

the Mental Health Act and is in a secure unit as police yesterday continued to guard the third-floor 

premises on the estate. 

The gruesome scene was discovered by the girl's father, Jerome Negney, when he arrived home to the flat 

on Thursday to find his partner clutching a kitchen knife. 

The man, believed to be a Muslim convert, dialled 999 and paramedics pronounced the girl dead at the 

scene.  Police said next of kin have been informed. 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-1339665/Mother-cuts-heart-daughter-4-listens-recording-

Koran-ritual-killing.html 

Please turn over to page 16 for Text B 

 

 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-1339665/Mother-cuts-heart-daughter-4-listens-recording-Koran-ritual-killing.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-1339665/Mother-cuts-heart-daughter-4-listens-recording-Koran-ritual-killing.html
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Text B 

The Bottom Billion 

Global poverty is falling rapidly; but in fifty or so failing states the world’s poorest people - the “bottom 

billion”- face a tragedy that is growing inexorably worse. Why do these states defy all attempts to help 

them? Why does current aid seem unable to make a difference?      

In his award-winning bestseller, Paul Collier pinpoints the issues of corruption, political instability, and 

resource management that lie at the root of the problem, and offers hard-nosed solutions and real hope 

for a way of solving one of the great crises facing the world today. 

https://global.oup.com/ukhe/product/the-bottom-billion-9780195374636?cc=it&lang=en& 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://global.oup.com/ukhe/product/the-bottom-billion-9780195374636?cc=it&lang=en&
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The construction of masculine and feminine identity through culturally popular 

text patterns 

KARL SIMMS, University of Liverpool, UK  
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This paper analyses two contrasting popular journalism texts through the text patterns identified by 

Hoey (2001), to reveal how they construct masculine and feminine identity respectively. The two exemplary 

texts are ‘George North’s Nutrition Plan’ (Men’s Health), and ‘Love it or Loathe it: Kelly Brook’ 

(Cosmopolitan).  

The Men’s Health article is principally what Hoey calls a ‘colony text’; the only non-colony element is a section 

entitled ‘The rules’. In fact, the text contains all nine of the features Hoey (2001: 88) identifies as belonging 

to a colony, and so we could add ‘nutrition/meal plan’ to his list of types of colony text. Moreover, the text 

is ‘colony’ at both sentential and textual levels: the segments ‘George North’s daily intake’, ‘Typical meal 

plan’ and ‘The rules’ can appear in any order without loss of coherence, as is true of each item in the lists 

under these headings. Instructive here are Hoey’s remarks on ‘the ways colonies are read’: that ‘they are 

organised so as to allow the reader to select what he or she needs’.  

 

The Cosmopolitan article, meanwhile, conforms to what Hoey (2001: 166) calls an SPRE pattern, whereby  

* S = Situation  

* P = Problem, Goal, Gap in Knowledge, Opportunity, Desire Arousal, Gap in Knowledge  

* R = Response, Means of Achievement, Filling of Gap, Taking of Opportunity, Attempt to Fulfil Desire, Gap 

in Knowledge Filled  

* E = Evaluation  

Despite its brevity, the article may be analysed in terms of all six types of P/R. Each of these analyses reveals 

the structure of the text, and thereby its meaning, to be a perfect inverse of that of the Men’s Health article: 

whereas the colony structure of the Men’s Health article lends itself to a purely utilitarian concept of food, 

the SPRE pattern of the Cosmopolitan article lends itself to a purely decorative concept of clothes. This is 

consistent with the function shifts embedded within each article, from noun (intake) to verb (fuels) in Men’s 

Health, versus from verb (looks) to noun (look) in Cosmopolitan. The male reader (just like George) needs 

‘intake’ to ‘fuel’ his ‘exploits’, while the female reader (just like Kelly) ‘looks gorge’ in her ‘look’.  
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